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GOG.com announces Linux support with more than fifty games [2]

GOG.com Launches Linux Support, Ahead Of Schedule [3]

GOG.com Offers Its First 50 Linux Games [4]

P-p-pick Up A SpaceChem: GOG Now Supports Linux [5]

?The year of the Linux desktop? is a phrase people have tossed around with increasing irony
since the nineties, but it was never going to arrive explosively. Linux has slowly grown and
spread into homes through friendly distributions like Ubuntu and Mint, installed as easy and
safer alternatives to Windows or to freshen up old duffers (my netbook is Minty fresh now).
Games have followed.

GOG.com Officially Starts Rolling Out Linux Games [6]

GOG to offer 50 games for Linux! It?s huge [7]

If you have been following our coverage of the gaming scene, then you might remember us
speculating on the possibility of Good Old Games (GOG.com) going to introduce Linux
games. A few days following that article, GOG actually confirmed that they did indeed plan
on getting Linux as another platform where they would introduce games regularly and
promised about a 100 games by fall of this year. Now it seems that GOG managed to push
their worker elves and the penguin folks hard enough that they are ready to release about 50 of
the promised games for Linux.

An original RPG made by Astronauts, Project Tools [8]

The game is set to release on Linux, Mac, Windows, Xbox One, PS4 & Wii U simultaneously.
More information can be found over at the Project Tools website, along with the different
game packages.

Interview With Aspyr Media About Civilization V & Linux Gaming [9]

Yet another storefront to sell your Linux games [10]
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